
 

 

 

 

 

I am............... ........... ..... Managing Director / Duly authorized representative of the.......... ............................... 

.. .......... Company, and Hereby I fully acknowledge and accept the current regulations of the exhibition and 

request  an area of  ……...... ... square meter for rental in the exhibition hall. An amount of........................... 

USD (By number) ............................................. USD (by letters) is transferred to the account number 

956301837602 held by Sanat Daran Bozorg Co. or deposited to the card number 5892101228441222 of Sepah 

Bank (Code 956) held by Ali Akbar Jajarmi (Managing Director) for participation in the International 

Exhibition of Industry and Commerce of Iran. A recipient with the number ......................... is attached to this 

application form. 

 The company bears no liability until the recipient is sent to the headquarters. 

 The booths allocation is according to the registration and payment time, and taking into account the 

booths positions in the hall and the agreements made with the contributors. After booths are 

dedicated to each contributor, no displacement is possible. 

 The maximum height allowed for booths decoration is 2.50 meter. 

 Exhibition features includes normal lighting, inscriptions at the door of the exhibition, a table and a 

chair 

 

 

 

Company name: Managing  Director: 

 

Products/Activities: 

 

Address: 

Tell:                                                        fax: Mob: 

Economic Number: 

Duly authorized representative:    Position :    Mobile Number : 

Area: ………. 

Pavilion Space rental (19.00 USD per square meter)  Area requested: …………..     Dollar: 

Corner pavilion rental (21.00 USD per square meter)                Area requested: …………..     Dollar: 

Counter Desk       One         100.00 USD 

Promoting the company during the three days in the 

exhibition’s radio show   

20.00 USD 

Company’s signature and seal 

 

The information provided in this application will be used at all stages of the exhibition. 

Therefore, enough attention is required when completing the form. 

 

Address: No. 1, 4th floor, Honarestan (24) Blvd., Mashhad, Iran 

Fax: 05138 848710     Tell: 05138848711- 14             E-mail:  sanaatdaran@gmail.com 

 



House of Industry, Mine and 

Trade of Iran 

Iranian Association for Biscuits, 

Candies and Chocolate 

Association 

 

 

 

API and Pharmaceutical 

Packaging Syndicate 

Detergent, healthcare 

and cosmetics Industries 

Association 
 

Glucose, Starch and 

Derivatives Association 
Exporters Union of Zanjan 

 

Maryam Izadi     Tell: +989155071392  

 Email:Izadi.Sanaatdaran@gmail.com 

 
 


